per image using the shift-and-add
method and ten iterations of the Lucy
image sharpening algorithm, The average instantaneous w i n g was of the
order of 0.4 arcsec and the resulting
final resolution in the image is = 0.25
a r m . In the combination of spatial
resolution and sensitivity this image by
far surpasses anything available till now.
The basic new results on the structure of
the near infrared emission of the central

0.25 parsec of the Gataxy emerge atready at this early stage of analysis.
First, the lRSlB complex is resolved
into abut 15 compact sources, most of
which may be hot massive stars. Identifications are marked in the figure. Second,we find from repeated exposures a
K = 12.5 object within s 0.2 arcsec of
the radio source SgrA', whose location
and positional uncertainty are marked
by the cross in the figure. This source

may represent the long sought-for infrared counterpart of the compact radio

SOUrCB.
We would like to thank the ESO Director General for his vision to admit
SHARP at the N I T and the ESO staff at
Garching and on La Silla for their e x d lent professionalsupport and enthusiastie commitment.

Will La Silla Succumb to the VLT?
S. CRISTIANI,University of Padova, Italy
Concern has spread around the ESO
community about the future of La Silla.
Seeing the great technical efforts requfred by the VLT, some people fear
that, according to the law of "man-power conservation", the effotts at La Silla
wlll be correspondingly reduced, causing In due tlme a deterioration of Rs
present qualify and diversity. Is this apprehension based on real-life ex@ence or rather on expectations?
An informal round-table discussion
took place at La Silla on this subject in
mid-August 1991. E. Cappellaro. B.
Fort, P. V b n and mysdf were invited to
discuss with the Director General, D.
Hof&tartt and J. Melniek the fundaments
of these apprehensions. If negative or
positive changes were noted in the last
three, four yews, since the VLT decision, what are the major concerns and
how can the community safeguard La
Sllla?
The discussion started with an analysis of the present situation on the mountain, trying to single out Its weak points
on the basis of the outcome of the Users
Committee Meeting held last May. A
general consensus expressed concern
abwt the present status of detectors,
both optical and infrared, some of which
appear to be out of date. The causes of
this relatively negative situation were ascribed to the rather large number of
CCDs now in operation at La Sllla, probably more than at any other obsewatoty
in the world, and into the difficulty, at
bast till a few years ago, of getting
modem IR detectors, due to export IIcence problems. The Director General,
responding to a somewhat pesslmistlc
view of P. V h n and B. Fort about the
rate of improvement, promisedthat rnajor efforts will be spent at the ESO
Headquartersto replace as fast as possible the bad detectors; in the IR in
particular, a Rockwell 256x256 array
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that is believed to be one of the best on
the market, will he ready at the tele
scope early next year. Asked by the
Wrectw General about the willingness
of some European institutes to mtributa to a series of standardized CCD
m e r a s for ESO, B. Fort gave a positive

answer.
The coming into operation of the MT
has been unanimously reported as a
small-scale example of the impact the
VLT might have on La Silla operations.
In particular, 0. Hofstadt lamented the
underestimation of the amount of work
required at La Silla to make this new
telescope ready for common users:
thme years of heavy work have been
necessary. In general It has to be care
fully considered that whenever an instrument has been finished In Gwchfng

and Is delivered at the telescope, a nonnegligible amount of work Is still r e
quired at the Chllean site to take care of
all those more or less important details
which have been ov&&ed.
Some of those present noted that the
MT has also absorbed part of the resources of the Astronomy Support Department, and this has resulted in less
assistance at telescopes llke the 1-5-m
Danish or the 2.2-rn.
Due to the pressure of the VLT project, the Director General reported 24
positions at ta Silla will be phased out of
the existing I40 aver Uw next two and a
luff years.This reduction will affmt pro-

portronally the various deparbnents and,
to maintdn and improve the La Silla
standards, a process of "streamlining"
will be necessary. An important part of

I
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Tentative Time-table of
Council Sessions and
Committee Meetings until
end of 1991

-

November 1 1 12: Scfentific Technid
CommMe
N m b e r 14-3 5: Flnanm Committee
Nomber 28-29: Observing Programmes
Commhe
m b e r 2- 0: Council, ln Chile

the staff will be rnwd to Santiago, in
the Vitacura premises, wlth the aim of
reduclng the number of people on the
mountain and to economically support
both La Slla and VLT Obsewatories in

the future.
!=ewer people on the mountain imply
lesa board and lodging, less transport,
fewer administrative requirements,
allowing some economies. This of
m e involves a certain amount of dmplication of La Silla: telescopes, like the
Bochum and perhaps the ESO 5&cm,
will be c b d , the number of instrument
changeovers will be reduced, the
scheduled runs will become longer.
less direct assistance to the astronomers will n m l y imply the preparatbn
of better and more deuiled telescope
and instrument manu&.
O. Horstadt Illustrated the upgrades
already taking place or planned for the
next years: the 1.5-m Danish adapter
will be renewed: the 90-cm Dutch has a
new adapter and a CCD camera; IRAC
wlll be upgraded; the prime focus at the
3,6-m is available for direct imaging
(which could then be removed fmm the
2.2-m); the fibre spectrograph MEFOS
will also be installed at the 3.6-rn. A
possible evolution of the telescopes and
auxlliaty equipment from now to 1983
and 1996 is shown in three ESQ menus
(see Figuresj, according to a document
presmted by the Director General to the
Councll. These are iltuskations, not, as
yet, decisions?
However, the simplification of the La
Silla instrumentation, as remarked by E.
Cappellam, is a very delicate process,
especially when the final decisions
about the varlous instruments have to
be taken. Many people, for example,
would be upsel If the B&C spectrograph, the only one allowing certain hvestigations of galaxy dynamics, is removed from the 2.2-m, others will cry if
CASPEC is confined to the ESO 1-5-m,
and even J. Melnick disagrees with D.

' A d t w E M users am d n d e d that s u g p

t l m and wrnments are Wewne and may lnlkr
ence EgO W W . Please dlrecl your FMnrnunP
c8Uons to the Mmctor General.

Hofstadt about removing the direct imaging facility at the 2.2-rn. It Is obvlous
that a larger involvement of the communlty of users In these decisions must be
ensured. The importance of playing a
leadlng role in large-scale dlgltbed surveys of the sky was emphaslzed, to avoid
r y as
to be confined to a ~ ~ 0 n d a place
may have happened wRh the ESO
Schmldt compared to the UK Schmidt.
The DG replied that In this respect the
scientific pressureof the ESO astronomers wlll be the driving factor.
B. Fort suggested that some work on
the upgradhg of the instruments wuld
be carried out by Institutes in Europe.
This received a positive echo by the
Director General, who explahed that the
examples of MEFOS and TlMMl are
Illustrative In this sense and that the
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main Ilmltatlons from the ESO side are
related to manpower rather than to
money. A general consensus was expressed about the importance of t m s rnltting the experfence galned in the VLT
deslgn to La Sllla and to ensure a strong
cauplfng of this project wlth the La Silla
management. The VLT standards wlll
becomethe La Sllla standards: ethernet,
VME, UNIX, MIDAS, VxWwlcs. The people of the VLT project will spend a considerabb fraction of their time in Chile:
havlng many short duty trips would simply not w o k in the case of the VLT, and
this wlll allow the Interchange of precious experience.
Finally, concerns were expressed
about the future of MIDAS, the standard
Image-processing system at the telescopes in the VLT era. As remarked atso
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in the Users Comrnlttee last May, 4though there is a general satlsfactlon
wlth Its Improvements, the progress of
MlDAS is considered slow compared to
IRAF. This fact together with the Improvement of reduction faciles at the
home institutes, Is the probable cause of
the decrease in the number of astronomers coming to Garching to use
the €SO facilities. The Director General
explained that It Is not ES0's intention
to compete wlth the much larger
manpower available for the development of IRAF/STSDAS. MIDAS will be
offered as built-in-house software for
off-line reductions of data acquired with
ESO telescopes and, with the same
core, but wlth different and more userfriendly Interfaces, as data acquisition
software. MIDAS Is comlng into La Silla
telesoopes' mntrol rooms1
This was more or less the point
reached when the round table had to
cede to an incipient clear observing
night. 1 hope that the reader wuld get
from this incomplete report enough
materlal to answer the primitive question indicated by the title of this contribution.

Visiting Astronomers
(October 1,1991-April 1,1992)
Obsenring time has now been allocated for
Period 48 (October 1, 1991 Awl 1, 1992).
As usual, the demand for tel-e
time was
much gmatar than the time actually avallable.
The following list gives the names of the
visiting astromomsrs, by telescope and h
chronological order. The complete list, with
dates, equipment and programme titles, Is
available from f SO-Garching.

-

86-m Telescope
Oct. 1991: Met al. (1614-431<), ta
FrancaRlawkindVdronlAndreani,Vettdanl et
d, (1-01 9-47Q1 CrandMandoles'VPalaail
Wampler,

Splte

FSSpite

MJFranwls.

LennorVKudrttrkUGrotWGabI~, GrothlKudritrkvlenndHurnphreys, TdrJSchild.

Nov. 1W1: Macchettorrurnshe!&par!4s,
Danzlger et d. (6-003-45K), Shaver/Bbhrlnger/Ebeling, MHey st al. P-001-43K), Warren/
lovino/Shaver, WarrenlHewett, Courvolsier/
BwcMlechdOrrNattmja,
Danzlgerl
~uchettGouHeal~cylFran880n/M~d
Della Valle, Habing et al. (7-008-47K1,
Goumeslbgelman/Augwteijn
ChinearinV

BuPonUMolinarilCavanna
k IgQl: SoucalVD'OdoricMWAltIerY
Melller, tom HJMirdtetlMGller/Doroshkevlch, GiraWlMnfante/Noftale, Mareuld
Cirnatt~lgnolVZitellWwni,
Msller/

Warren, ~nefeIdlBertinlSoula~w~o5hir,
De Boar et at. (3-003-43Q Wolf, Gntton,
De Boer et al. (3-003-43N Molaro, Anton/
SeiW.

-

